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BLOW DRY AND STYLING





                 

BRUSHING SHORT OR LONG, STRAIGHT OR WAVY  
FER STRAIGHTENING
CHINGNON
DEMI CHIGNON
HAIR EXTENTION (BORROW 30) + DEPOSIT 20$
BRIDAL HAIR STYLING

10-13$
20$

50$

25$-35$
50$

300$

Blow Dry & Styling





COLORING AND BLONDING





COLOR MAKEOVER





TEINTURE RACINE
TEINTURE LONGUEUR
TEINTURE PRODUCT BROUGHT IN
ORGANIC TINT (NO OXIDANT)

50$
40$

25$

70$

Color Makeover





BLOND ME





RAINBOW 1-2-3 TRIO COLOR
RAINBOW TRADITIONAL GOLDILOCKS
HIGH LIGHT
STROBING
KRISTAL
HALF WAY NATURAL LIGHT
LOW WDGE NATURAL LIGHT
MIX ND MATCH
FETHEARING
TOUCH OF SUN
BLUSH
SILVER TOUCH 
GOLD TOUCH
WHITE TOUCH
DIP DYE (LOWER EDGE)
RINCAGE
REVERSE
BLEND 1-2-3
DARK OMBRE SHADES WITH LOW LIGHT

220$
120$
70$

120$
80-100$

65$
45$
25$
25$
65$
40$
40$
40$
40$
80$
25$
40$
60$

80-200$

Blond Me





STROBING-TOUCH OF SUN





WHAT IS STROBING-TOUCH OF SUN? ( Lasts for 4-6 months) 

A hair color similar to lowlight hair dye that helps your hair look shiny and healthy.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
. To give a sun kissed glow to your hair.
. To help your hair appear healthy.

PROCEDURE:
. Sectioned and prepping hair to allow application of the color.
. Apply color product on your hair.
. Leave product maximum 30 minutes before washing.
. Wash hair.
. Hair dry and brush hair.

                 

     $90

Strobing-Touch of Sun





HAIR LAB





CARE AND REPAIR





SCALP + (10 PRINCIPES ACTIVES)
SCALP + (35 PRINCIPES ACTIVES & MULTI RICH VITAMINS)
SCALP FOR HAIR LOSS/VOLUMINISER/ REGROWTH & SHINE EFFECT)
AMPOULE (HAIR LOSS 15- AMPOULE VITAMINE 20)
BAIN D’HUILE (OIL BATH)
SILK THERAPY
EXTRA NOURISHING ALL NIGHT

35$
50$

100$
13$

15-20$
80$
30$

Care & Repair
A complimentary hair scalp diagnosis & care treatment with the appropriate home routine

 tips and tricks, your hair is left healthier and shinnier.





WHAT IS OIL BATH? ( Lasts for 2-3 weeks) 

Treatment made out of natural oils to nourish damaged hair.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
. To improve the quality of hair.
. To increase hair growth.
. To prevent early grey hairs.
. To fix split hair.

PROCEDURE:
. Shampooing to open hair cuticles.

. Sectioning hair to apply the formula.

. Applying Oil.

. Leave treatment for 10-20 minutes before drying.

. Rinse Oil formula.

. Hair dry and brush Hair.

     $20-50

Oil Bath





STRAIGHTENING TREATMENTS





FULL HAIR KERATINE
HALF SCULP
FRONTAL RETOUCH KERATINE
KERATINE + COLLAGENE + PROTEIN
BOTOX
CRYSTAL

75-100$
150-300$

30$

200-350$

150-200$
250$

Straightening Treatments





WHAT IS KERATIN?  ( Lasts for 4-6 months) 

It’s a protein that’s naturally in your hair.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
Forget about frizzy hair after treatment. “You could walk out in moist or light rain and your hair won’t change” 

A restorative treatment that strengthens your hair shaft and makes it more resilient.

PROCEDURE:
. Shampooing.

. Sectioning hair to apply the formula.

. Applying a keratin hair-straightening product to your hair.

. Straightnening your hair with a flat iron.

. Leave it for 2-3 days before washing, throughout this time to re-use a flat iron to seal it in.

Keratin





WHAT IS BOTOX? ( Lasts for 2-4 months) 

It is a deep coditioning treatment that coats hair fibers.
To fill any thin or broken area on each hair strand for a fuller look.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
Botox is a safe conditioning agent with many benefits:
. Healing split ends.
. Adding volume and strengthening fine hair.
. Repairing damaged hair,
. Straightening frizzy hair.

PROCEDURE:
. Shampooing to open hair cuticles.

. Sectioning hair to apply the formula.

. Applying botox by massaging the strands from the root to the tips.

. Leaving the formula settle for 20-70 minutes before drying.

. Hair drying.

. Straightening the hair with a flat iron.

. Leave it for 1-2 days before washing, throughout this time to re-use a flat iron to seal it in.

     $150-350

Botox





WHAT IS CRYSTAL?  ( Lasts for 4-6 months) 

Similar to Keratin’s chemical combination made out of protein and amino acids that help the hair fight humidity
and temporary loosen any curl pattern.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
. To Reduce frizz.
. Fight humidity.
. Loosing curls.
. Relaxing the hair.
. Straightening the hair.

PROCEDURE:
. Shampooing to open hair cuticles.

. Sectioning hair to apply the formula.

. Applying Crystal on your hair.

. Leave treatment for 60 minutes before drying.

. Hair drying.

. Straightening the hair with a flat iron.

. Leave it for 2-3 days before washing, throughout this time to re-use a flat iron to seal it in.

                 

Crystal





LE CISEAU





HAIRCUT





ENERGETIC HAIRCUT BY LEILA OBEID
CLASSIC SALON HAIRCUT
KIDS HAIRCUT
HAIRCUT FOR VERY FINE & THIN HAIR + BRUSHING
MEN’S HAIRCUT

50$
25$
10$
25$
15$

Haircut





ENERGETIC HAIRCUT





WHAT IS ENERGETIC HAIRCUT? ( Lasts for 2-4months) 

A hair cut made by Leila Obeid to give health and energy to your hair.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
. To give health to your hair.
. To help hair grow faster.
. To give health & energy

PROCEDURE:
. Strengthening hair.
. Brush them straight.
. Start cutting a small amount of hair in order to have them at the same level .
. Hair dry.
. Straightening hair with a flat iron.

     $70

Energetic Haircut





LUNAR HAIRCUT



Lunar Haircut Calendar



WHAT IS LUNAR HAIRCUT? 
During this waxing lunar phase, a hair cut will encourage growth right up until the full moon. 
Think of it as the “Werewolf effect”: the full moon makes hair grow fast, thick, long and luscious. When you cut your hair, you 
remove the dead ends, which keeps your hair healthy.

BENEFITS:
-Thicken
-Beautify
-Lengthen
-Root Work
-Strengthen

*Check the Lunar Calendar before booking your appointment, for the most suitable dates of each month*

Lunar Haircut





To dress your hair-scalp needs & reveals a healthy glow

HAIR TREATMENTS





WHAT IS HAIR LAB?( Lasts for 2-4 months) 

Treatment made from many oils + ampoule to nourish the scalp and fix damaged hair.

*Treatment duration and cost depend on the length of your hair.

BENEFITS:
. To improve the quality of hair.
. To promote hair growth.
. To prevent early grey hairs.
. Fix split hair.
. To nourish the scalp and hair roots.
. Shiner & stronger hair with volume

PROCEDURE:
. Apply ampoule on dry hair and leave it for 10 min.
. Sectioned hair off to allow an application of oil formula.
. Apply creamy oil.
. Leave treatment for 60 to 90 minutes before washing.
. Wash Hair.
. Hair dry.

     $50-200

Hair Treatments




